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Every once in a while, sometimes in
a generation, sometimes longer, there
is an idea, a development, a leap of
progress so fantastic, seemingly
improbable, even impossible,
that shatters all preconceived
notions of what was possible,
what was real.
It blurs the line between science
and magic, between fact and
fiction, it usually changes the
world in a very BIG way. This is
one of those moments.
This is VoxxLife.

W E LC O M E !
Thank you for considering the business opportunity with VoxxLife.
Voxx has harnessed the power of Neuro-Science and Neuro-Activation and
spent 6 years developing Voxx Human Performance Technology (HPT) that
instantly improves the user’s strength, energy, stability, balance and range
of motion.
No matter our age or lifestyle, Voxx is changing the way we live, play and
enjoy our lives and is the future of wellness, sports and rehab.
When you join us, you will be representing products and technology being
used by some of the World’s leading brands, top professional sports leagues
and elite military units! Voxx HPT is helping everyone; the World’s Top
Athletes and Soldiers are performing better and even Senior Citizens are
living healthier lives.
You will have access to products that instantly help people live life to its
maximum potential. You will be able to help improve people’s quality of
life and reach personal performance and wellness goals. More so, you will
be able to do so without recommending any dietary or lifestyle changes!

VOXXLIFE PRODUCTS

VOXXLIFE

PRODUCTS
VOXXLIFE

VOXXSTASIS

INSOLES

SOCKS

The VoxxLife Insoles incorporating
Voxx HPT are designed for any
user who wants ultimate comfort,
wellness and performance in
whatever they do.

The Voxx STASIS Socks,
incorporating Voxx HPT are
designed for any user who
wants ultimate comfort,
wellness and performance
from their socks! Tests show
increased balance, stamina,
recovery, strength and range
of motion. Also available for
people with circulation issues.

Tests show relief from foot pain,
increased balance, strength, and
range of motion. There is NO
comparative product.
The VoxxLife Insoles outperform
and offer more benefits than
custom orthotics at a fraction of
the price and have an easy to use
trim-to-fit design.

The Voxx STASIS Socks
are demonstrably and
demonstratively the World’s
Best Socks!!

Designed for all people wanting
a more active lifestyle.

NO OTHER COMPETITIVE
TECHNOLOGY OR PRODUCT!

“The Voxx insoles are a revolution in athletic performance – I give them to all of my athletes and every
one of them cannot believe the changes they experience in the gym and on the golf course. By stimulating
the nervous system Voxx insoles are able to unlock the body’s potential and instantly change the way my
athletes feel and move. Now, I am able to spend less time with them warming up and preparing and more
time developing strength, power and sports specific skills needed for them to play their best.”
Dr. Brendan McLaughlin
DC, RCCSS(c) Resident, BA, D.Ac, CSCS, ART
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WHAT IS

VOXX HPT?
VOXX HUMAN PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY (HPT) is
based on 45 YEARS of research in
Neuromuscular Science.

VOXX HPT are proprietary patterns of neuroreceptor activation points, called NEURO-POINTS.

INSTANT, SAFE, LEGAL, DRUG FREE
PERFORMANCE AND WELLNESS!!
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VOXXLIFE SCIENCE

The Voxx HPT
Neuro-Path to Wellness
and Performance
HPT triggers a very precise neuro-response in receptors
1 VOXX
on the bottom of the feet and other areas of the body.

Division of the PNS brings information from
2 Sensory
the receptors to the Brain Stem and CNS.

Stem and CNS process, integrate and
3 Brain
distribute information and commands based on the
information from receptors.

PNS carries commands from the CNS and Brain
4 The
Stem to the SoNS and ANS triggering control and
responses in various functions.

Commands to the SoNS and ANS have direct
5 impact
on:

• Vestibular System
• Balance
• Spatial Orientation
• Proprioception
• Respiratory Control

• Motor Control, Posture
• Heart Rate Regulation
• Skeletal Muscles Control
• Flight or Fight
• Reaction Time
• Pain Regulation

sees Improvements in Balance, Stability,
6 User
Power, Stamina, Reaction Time, Pain Relief,
Energy, Recovery Time, Posture
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CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
The central nervous system (CNS) consists of the brain and spinal cord and is responsible for integrating,
processing, and coordinating sensory data and motor commands.

3

BRAIN STEM
The Brain Stem is composed of the Mid-Brain, Pons,
Medulla and Reticular Formation.

These areas of the brain and the numerous associated
nuclei within assist and control the many functions of the
autonomic and somatic systems such as the vestibular
The brainstem plays a role in conduction. That is,
system, balance, spatial orientation, proprioception,
all information relayed from the Peripheral Nervous
respiratory control, posture, heart rate regulation,
System to the cerebrum and cerebellum (CNS) and vice skeletal muscles control, flight or fight, reaction time,
versa must traverse the brainstem. The brainstem has and pain regulation.
integrative functions being involved in cardiovascular
system control, respiratory control, pain sensitivity
Information processing includes the integration and
control, alertness, awareness, and consciousness.
distribution of information in the CNS and Brain Stem.

PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
The peripheral nervous system (PNS) includes all the neural tissue outside the CNS

2

The sensory division of the PNS brings
information to the Brainstem/ CNS from
receptors in peripheral tissues and organs.

4

The motor division of the PNS carries motor
commands from the CNS/ Brain Stem to peripheral
tissues and systems.
The somatic nervous system (SoNS)
controls skeletal muscle contractions.
The autonomic nervous system (ANS)
provides automatic regulation of
smooth muscle, cardiac muscle, glands,
and adipose tissue.

Somatic sensory receptors provide position,
touch, pressure, pain, and temperature
sensations.
Special sensory receptors provide sensations
of smell, taste, vision, balance, and hearing.

5�

Visceral sensory receptors monitor internal
organs.
Receptors are sensory structures that
detect changes in the internal or external
environment.

1

Vestibular System

� Heart Rate Regulation

� Balance

� Skeletal Muscles Control

� Spatial Orientation

� Flight or Fight

� Proprioception

� Reaction Time

� Respiratory Control

� Pain Regulation

� Motor Control, Posture

6

VOXX HPT BENEFITS
User sees Improvements in Balance,
Stability, Power, Stamina, Reaction Time,
Pain Relief, Energy, Recovery Time,
Posture.
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TESTING AND VALIDATION

INSTANT.
PROVEN.
TESTED.

The California Sports Institute (CSI) is a
leading testing and performance authority
for elite athletes, professional teams, and
collegiate athletics. CSI tested 50 subjects
in a double blind study.

VoxxLife has had
HPT technology
and products
independently
tested and verified
for efficacy.

LiUNA a leading organized labor union,
looked at stability and balance benefits of
VoxxLife products. The study was conducted
on 69 members using SWAY Medical software.

Voxx in conjunction with The World’s
Number #1 Golf Company, double blind
studied 72 golfers for distance and accuracy
improvements with Voxx HPT.

A 1000 person study conducted through 3rd
party rehab clinics tested Voxx HPT efficacy
on foot pain and energy levels.
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PERFORMANCE METRICS

22%

17%

31%

+

+

VELOCITY OF FORCE

MORE POWER

+

IMPROVED BALANCE & STABILITY

POWER OUTPUT ON WINGATE CYCLE

WITH
VOXX HPT

WITHOUT
VOXX HPT

262.32 CM/S

+17%

WITH
VOXX HPT

WITHOUT
VOXX HPT

224.2 CM/S

1185 WATTS

15°

WITH
VOXX HPT

WITHOUT
VOXX HPT

28°

17%

13°

+

MORE ECCENTRIC FORCE
WITH
VOXX HPT

WITHOUT
VOXX HPT

1585 N

WITH
VOXX HPT

WITHOUT
VOXX HPT

986 WATTS

+

MORE RANGE OF MOTION

+22%

+17%

89.5 SWAY mBESS

+31%

69.5 SWAY mBESS

+

RELIEF

FOOT PAIN RELIEF
1,OOO PARTICIPANTS TESTED

980 EXPERIENCED PAIN RELIEF with VOXX HPT

1360 N
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VOXXLIFE BENEFITS

INCREASED ENERGY
Lack of energy is one of the most common issues that people deal
with on a daily basis. Increased energy levels allow for a more
balanced and productive day. Improved energy levels allow you
to do what you love doing the most. Whether it is playing with the
kids, taking a walk or playing your favorite sport, increased energy
is the key! In independent studies, 100% of individuals using Voxx
HPT products reported an increase in their energy levels. More
energy means a better work life balance and the ability to follow
your passions fully.

EXERCISE PERFORMANCE
Voxx HPT is providing users with better exercise performance
through increased energy, stability and power output. Working out
requires an investment of time, energy and money and now with
Voxx HPT you can maximize the return on that investment. Imagine
adding 20% more efficiency to your workout? Users of Voxx HPT
products notice improvements in reps and muscle endurance as
well as stamina, leading to the best workout ever!

E N D U RA N C E / R E COV E RY
Endurance and recovery are the two faces of optimal wellness and
fitness. Improved endurance will have a positive impact on every
aspect of one’s life and better recovery is the key to maintaining an
active lifestyle. With Voxx HPT you can push yourself further than
ever before and have the confidence that you will recover faster
and more consistently.
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BUILD MUSCLE
Voxx HPT products show significant improvements in power generation
and endurance. This higher power output allows increased repetitions
and workloads, two of the main requirements for muscle growth. Work
harder, heavier and get bigger faster. Voxx HPT is the safe and natural
answer for maximizing muscle growth.

PA I N R E L I E F
Voxx HPT products are proven to be 98% effective in relieving plantar
fasciitis and foot pain. Voxx HPT technology triggers a neuro- response
that helps the brain maximize its natural pain fighting mechanisms.
With Voxx HPT, users have a safe, natural and drug free solution for
everyday aches and pains. Shed the cloud of pain and discomfort
and start your VoxxLife with HPT.

P H Y S I C A L M O B I L I T Y/ Q U A L I T Y O F L I F E
Voxx HPT is proven to increase stability, balance and range of
motion, thereby giving the user improved mobility and quality
of life. Whether navigating the hiking trails, or just everyday tasks,
users have the knowledge that they have optimal stability and
mobility. This leads to numerous other benefits including more
active lifestyles and reduced fall risk for seniors. The potential
impact on overall health and wellness is almost immeasurable
when the added benefits of pain management with Voxx HPT
are taken into consideration.
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THE VOXXLIFE PLAN

THE VOXXLIFE OPPORTUNITY

W

e looked at hundreds of direct selling
and multi-level compensation plans and
we wanted to have the best plan EVER!
We’ve made sure our compensation plan
has all of the things people love and we
got rid of all the things everyone hates!
We have provided compensation plans
that you can easily explain and help to
accommodate all types of potential
customers and new associates.
With VoxxLife products you will be representing THE VERY BEST PRODUCTS
IN THE CATEGORY!! VoxxLife socks and
insoles with VOXX HPT are ABSOLUTELY
100% GUARANTEED THE VERY BEST
SOCKS AND INSOLES IN THE WORLD!
Imagine selling the BEST PRODUCT that
EVERYONE USES and BUYS, AGAIN and
AGAIN and AGAIN! VoxxLife products
deliver benefits and results other products have not even dreamed of, let alone
developed! Our Voxx HPT technology
helps our products to do things that
other products cannot do. Through a
quick demonstration and a simple
discussion, you can present products
that help to provide performance improvements and health and wellness
benefits INSTANTLY!! It is that simple.
To make sure you have the confidence
in Voxx HPT, we have the research
and data to back up the claims and
demonstration!!
When people see the demonstration,
you will make the sale of the product
and almost always the next question
is “How can I work with you and this
product?” You will find that your Voxx
TEAM will grow faster, quicker and
deeper than anything you have ever
experienced or heard of!
That’s the power of VOXX HPT!!
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The socks and insole market
in the USA is MASSIVE and
growing at 6%.
So how BIG is this Market
really? How much product
is sold?
Imagine being able to represent
and sell the BEST PRODUCTS
IN THE WORLD THAT EVERYONE
ALREADY BUYS!!
VOXX HPT is Proprietary and
Groundbreaking in every way
possible. VOXX Products are
the BEST in CLASS and Category!

We don’t believe in Cycles, Strong
Leg, Weak Leg, Minimum Monthly
Autoship and Complicated Bonus
Plans that no one really understands.
VOXXLife pays on each and every sale,
every time. Guaranteed!
VOXXLife has a 30 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE!

$12+
BILLION
MARKET

2.5B
PAIRS SOLD
ANNUALLY*

*BTW… THAT’S EVERYONE.

PRODUCT &

TECHNOLOGY

LEADERSHIP

OVER $3 MILLION

SPENT ON R&D

R.E.A.L.
NO GIMMICKS.

NO LIMITS.

EASY TO JOIN.

NO RISK!

THE VOXXLIFE COMPENSATION PLAN

Responsible
Ethical
Accountable
Limitless
NO AUTOSHIP

UP TO

100%

R I

REAL
BUSINESS

53%
PAYOUT
EASY TO

UNDERSTAND
MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE
BUSINESS KITS

R.E.A.L.

STANDARD COMPENSATION PLAN

20%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

BUY $200

BUY $400

BUY $600

EARN EARN EARN

$110 $310 $605

PROFIT PROFIT PROFIT

SELL PRODUCTS + BUILD DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL
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THE VOXXLIFE PLAN

VOXXLIFE

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
THE SOCKS AND INSOLE MARKET IN THE USA IS $12+ BILLION
AND GROWING AT 6% PER YEAR.
With socks and insoles you are selling consumable products that are generating sales
of more than 2.5 billion units per year. You are working in an explosive category in
which fashion and performance have reached unprecedented levels in the past five
years. While all of the other companies are competing based on style, fashion and
materials we are bringing something unique to this category with true performance
and wellness benefits with Voxx HPT technology.

THE FOUNDATION OF VOXXLIFE IS TO ACHIEVE DRUG-FREE WELLNESS
AND PERFORMANCE.
Our journey into extensive research in neuro-activation has lasted 6 years with over
$3 Million in R&D and has culminated in the development of our proprietary technology,
Voxx HPT. Voxx HPT are specific neuro-point patterns on the various parts of the body,
that when activated create a neuro-response leading to wellness and performance
benefits. Independent studies and user experiences demonstrate that Voxx HPT
products help with improved energy, balance, stability, endurance, recovery and
pain relief. Additionally, Voxx HPT has been verified through use by professional
sports teams, licensing agreements with leading brands and use by elite military units.
VoxxLife products are the Very Best in their category and truly have no competition!
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We define our Compensation plan
as being R.E.A.L.
RESPONSIBLE – New Associates are initially encouraged to purchase no more than a Bronze Builder Pack in their first order.
We want all of our associates to enjoy the feeling of selling out of product and getting the achievement of setting a goal and
blowing it away in the VoxxLife business. Unlike many Network Marketing businesses, we share in the responsibility for your
success with our products. Your success is our success and we don’t want to force products on you to make it happen. We
can deliver on this promise by having truly groundbreaking products and technology that people want to use and sell.

E

THICAL – Our compensation plan is free of gimmicks or tricks. The goal of VoxxLife is to bring wellness and performance to the world. We are determined to make our plan free of onerous obligations or burdens on our Associates.
It is important that all of our Associates understand exactly how the compensation plan works and we have made it
simple , transparent and easy to follow. Our products bring incredible benefits to our consumers, and are not another
“me too” product. Finally, we want our customers to be treated in a fair and ethical way, and for that reason we offer
a 30-day money back guarantee to make sure we only have satisfied customers.

ACHIEVABLE - We are determined to have our Associates enjoy success with VoxxLife. We have purposely
established easily achievable targets when you begin to represent our products. With socks and insoles
you are selling established products and not looking to break ground with new items that require consumer acceptance. Everybody already uses these products! You will be representing products that can
instantly demonstrate true wellness and performance benefits for the consumer. We have set up our
business opportunity to be an easily manageable home business without the need for large inventory to
begin. We have tested and piloted this business and know that simply demonstrating our product will
motivate customers to immediately purchase our products. We know that we have the best products in
our categories and you can use and sell our products with that confidence.

LIMITLESS – We chose to make our compensation plan a uni-level structure with 8 levels of downline
associates and unlimited width at each level.
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THE VOXXLIFE PLAN

Our compensation plan is designed to allow you to grow your team as fast and wide as you want. We appreciate
the effort required to bring people into a business and we felt it made sense to have our first level of the downline reflect a much higher level of compensation. With the Voxx demonstration being so simple we don’t see the
usual limitations on how many people you can manage on your first line and beyond. We respect that you are
using your own social capital and time to educate others about Voxx HPT. We want to be able to give you every
chance to enjoy the economic benefits of that effort. For this reason we truly see your network exploding from a
simple demonstration with no demands for auto ship or any other barriers to acquiring customers.
When we developed our compensation plan we wanted it to be as simple as possible for our Associates
to earn profits and if they choose, to become Leaders. We have 2 different plans to allow you to reach
Leadership Ranks.
LEADERSHIP RANK

Associate

Qualified
Associate

Qualification
Requirement

Join VoxxLife

1 Associate
in Level 1 +( $100 PP)

Personal Sales
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

25%

Team Leader

Director

(2 Qualified Associates (2 Team Leaders +
+ 2 Associates)
2 Qualified Associates)
in Level 1 + ($100 PP) in Level 1 + ($100 PP)

25%
20%
2%

Leader Bonus

25%
20%
2%
2%
2%
2%

25%
20%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
1%
1%
5%

Managing Director

Vice President

Regional Vice
President

2 Directors
in Level 1+ ($200 PP)

4 Managing Directors
in Level 1 + ($200 PP)

4 Vice Presidents
in Level 1+ ($200 PP)

25%
20%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
10%

25%
20%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
15%

25%
20%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
20%

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Personal Performance (PP) – This is the wholesale value of sales you personally generate per
month through sales to customers with single
transactions or in personal inventory purchases.
This value is a 2 month rolling average.
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Team Sales (TS) – This is the wholesale value
of monthly sales generated by your downline
associates and their sponsored associates up to 8
levels deep and infinitely wide in your downline.
It is not inclusive of your own PP.

Leader Bonus (LB) – The Leader Bonus for every
Qualified Position is a Share of the pool of all
unpaid commissions. All unpaid commissions
are calculated on total potential commissions
payable at maximum payouts on total Voxxlife
commissionable revenue less actual commissions paid. Leadership Bonus is awarded to
Members that achieve the required Rank, Sales
Performance and demonstrate all of the attributes of a VoxxLife leader. These attributes
include leadership, training, and support of their
downline organizations.

For individuals with vast sales networks, we have created some different qualification criteria for rank advancement. We recognize that it is a
different set of skills and management to create such an organization and we don’t want to exclude this type of individual from our Leader Bonus
Pool. This business is based on helping as many people as possible and we want to create a culture that rewards people for creating a team that
maximizes a long term sales focus. For this reason, we have created a Leadership Rank Qualification Requirement that looks only at Personal
Performance + 1st, 2nd and 3rd Level Sales Volume. We will have high expectations on these leaders providing strong guidance to this team but
we want to reward those people that can create and manage such a structure.
Note: These plans have been designed to properly reward individuals who are working hard to build their own business through personal sales,
recruiting and training others to be successful in this opportunity. All family members in the same household must be on the same business line
or separated by at least one level. We will not allow anyone to game the system by placing individuals in holding places to try and capture the
20% first line commissions for themselves. We will not allow anyone to put orders under other people that are not actually selling the product.
Anyone caught breaking these rules or working against the spirit of this compensation plan will be removed. Integrity is most important,
if we feel this is being compromised by anyone we will remove that person from the business.
LEADERSHIP
RANK

Associate

Qualified
Associate

Team Leader

Director

Managing Director

Vice President

Regional Vice
President

Qualification
Requirement

Join VoxxLife

$2,000
(PP + 1st 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

$5,000
(PP + 1st 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

$25,000
(PP + 1st 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

$60,000
(PP + 1st 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

$150,000
(PP + 1st 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

$350,000
(PP + 1st 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

25%

25%

25%

25%

25%

25%

25%

20%
2%

20%
2%
2%
2%
2%

20%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
1%
1%
5%

20%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
10%

20%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
15%

20%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
20%

Personal
Sales
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
Leader Bonus

*FOUNDING ASSOCIATE – As a Founding Associate (first 250 Associates in Canada and 2,500 Associates in the USA), you automatically

qualify for commission from all 8 levels of your downline at the maximum level (1st level 20% plus 2nd–8th levels of 2.5% each) based
upon you averaging $100 PP.
To qualify for Leadership Bonus, you are still required to make the qualification requirement of the particular leadership rank.
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VOXXLIFE
LEADERSHIP RANKS
RVP
VP
MD

D

TL

QA
A
ASSOCIATE:
Join
Voxxlife

QUALIFIED
ASSOCIATE:
1
Associate in
Front Line
–OR–
$2,000 (PP +
First 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

TEAM
LEADER:
2
Qualified
Associates
+2
Associates in
Front Line
–OR–
$5,000 (PP +
First 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

DIRECTOR:
2
Team Leaders
+2
Qualified
Associates in
Front Line
–OR–
$25,000 (PP +
First 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

MANAGING
DIRECTOR:
2
Directors in
Front Line
–OR–
$60,000 (PP +
First 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

VICE
PRESIDENT:
4
Managing
Directors in
Front Line
–OR–
$150,000 (PP +
First 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

REGIONAL VICE
PRESIDENT:
4 Vice
Presidents in
Front Line
–OR–
$350,000 (PP +
First 3 Levels
of Team Sales)

VOXXLIFE RANKS

A

ASSOCIATE (A)

ASSOCIATE

As a new associate in VoxxLife you will have your own replicated site and access to
sell VoxxLife products earning 25-50% margin on your sales. There is no minimum
personal performance and no downline for individuals to mentor in this position.
For individuals looking to simply sell VoxxLife products, this is the role for you.
Your yearly membership opens up this fantastic opportunity for you.

QA

QUALIFIED ASSOCIATE (QA)

Qualification
Requirement

PP: $0

Personal Sales

25%-50%

A

QUALIFIED ASSOCIATE

For individuals looking to benefit from recruiting and exposing others to the VoxxLife opportunity this is your first Rank Level once you sponsor 1 individual into the VoxxLife business.
In addition to the great margins for personal sales, you will also receive 20% commission
for sales generated by anyone you sponsor into VoxxLife as an associate and 2% commission for anyone those individuals sponsor into VoxxLife. There are no limits to how many
people you sponsor or how many people are sponsored into your 2nd level. To maintain
this ranking you are required to have a minimum of 1 associate in your down-line and you
are required to have Personal Performance of $100 in sales per month (based on a 2 month
rolling average).

Qualification
Requirement

PP: $100

Personal Sales

25%-50%

QA

Level 1

20%

A

Level 2

2%

TEAM LEADER

TL

TEAM LEADER (TL)
To qualify for this Rank you are required to develop and maintain a minimum
of 2 Qualified Associates and 2 Associates in the 1st level of your downline plus
maintain a Personal Performance of $100 in sales per month (based on a 2
month rolling average). Qualification for TL can also be achieved with $5,000
per month in (Personal + 1st, 2nd and 3rd Level) Sales. Achieving this ranking
has the compensation levels of a QA plus it opens up 3 additional commission
levels in your downline paying 2% commission for all sales generated at each
additional level.

Qualification
Requirement

PP: $100

Personal Sales

25%-50%

Level 1

20%

Level 2

2%

Level 3

2%

Level 4

2%

Level 5

2%

OR

PP + L1 + L2 + L3:
$5,000

TL

QA

QA

A

A

A

A
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VOXXLIFE RANKS

D

DIRECTOR (D)
You have now reached a ranking that we consider a Leader in VoxxLife and someone who is a true champion of
our products. To qualify for this Rank you are required to develop and maintain a minimum of 2 Team Leaders
and 2 Qualified Associates in the 1st level of your downline plus maintain a Personal Performance of $100 in sales
per month (based on a 2 month rolling average). Qualification for Director can also be achieved with $25,000 per month
in (Personal + 1st, 2nd and 3rd Level) Sales. Achieving this ranking opens all of the 8 compensation levels. Commission for
levels 2 to 5 increases to 2.5% and levels 6-8 begin to pay commission. This Rank achievement also earns you a Share in
The 5% Director’s Leader Bonus.
For the Director Level, One Share of the Leader Bonus is represented by 2 Team Leaders and 2 Qualified Associates in the
1st level of their downline or $25,000 per month in (Personal + 1st and 2nd Level) Sales. Multiple Shares of the Director’s
Leader Bonus can be earned by duplicating the same team building. For example if a Director has 4 Team Leaders and 4
Qualified associates or $50,000 per month in (Personal + 1st and 2nd Level) Sales, they would earn 2 shares of the Director’s Level Leader Bonus. Only one qualifying criteria can be used for multiple shares in the leadership bonus.
DIRECTOR
Qualification
Requirement

PP: $100

Personal Sales

25%-50%

Level 1
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OR

PP + L1 + L2 + L3:
$25,000

D
TL

20%

Level 2

2.5%

Level 3

2.5%

Level 4

2.5%

Level 5

2.5%

Level 6

2.5%

Level 7

1%

Level 8

1%

LEADER
BONUS

5%

QA
A

QA
A

TL

A

A

QA
A

QA
A

A

QA

QA

A

A

A

MD

MANAGING DIRECTOR(MD)
To achieve this status you have proven yourself to be a great salesperson, team builder and recruiter for Voxx Life. At this stage you have maximized
our compensation levels for all 8 levels and you have also earned a Share in the 10% Managing Director Leader Bonus. To qualify for this Rank you
are required to develop and maintain a minimum of 2 Directors in the 1st level of your downline plus maintain a Personal Performance of $200 in
sales per month (based on a 2 month rolling average) or achieve $60,000 per month in (Personal + 1st, 2nd and 3rd Level) Sales. Multiple Shares of
the Managing Director’s Leader Bonus can be earned by duplicating the same team building . For example if a Managing Director has 4 Directors
in 1st level of their downline or $120,000 per month in (Personal + 1st, 2nd and 3rd Level) Sales they would earn 2 shares of the Managing Director
Level Leader Bonus. Only one qualifying criteria can be used for multiple shares in the leadership bonus.

VP

VICE PRESIDENT (VP)
At this Rank Level you have built out your team and you are one of the iconic figures in VoxxLife. You have demonstrated the ability
to create your own business and you have developed a fantastic team under your leadership. Beyond the full 8 levels of commission,
you have earned a Share in the VP Leader Bonus which is increased to 15%. To qualify for this Rank you are required to develop and
maintain a minimum of 4 MD’s in the 1st level of your downline plus maintain a Personal Performance of $200 in sales per month
(based on a 2 month rolling average) or achieve $150,000 per month in (Personal + 1st, 2nd and 3rd Level) Sales. Multiple Shares of
the VP’s Leader Bonus can be earned by duplicating the same team building. For example if a VP has 8 MDs in 1st level of their downline or $300,000 per month in (Personal + 1st, 2nd and 3rd Level) Sales they would earn 2 shares of the VP Level Leader Bonus. Only
one qualifying criteria can be used for multiple shares in the leadership bonus.

RVP

REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT (RVP)
At this Rank Level you are truly a pillar in the VoxxLife community and someone new Associates seek for guidance and leadership. The RVP level
earns a Share of an even greater Leader Bonus of 20% above and beyond the 8 levels of commission. To qualify for this Rank you are required
to develop and maintain a minimum of 4 VP’s in the 1st level of your downline. Additionally, to maintain this Rank you are required to have
Personal Performance of $200 per month (based on a 2 month rolling average) or $350,000 per month in (Personal + 1st, 2nd and 3rd Level)
Sales. Multiple Shares of the RVP’s Leader Bonus can be earned by duplicating the same team building. For example if a RVP has 8 VPs in the
1st level of their downline or $700,000 per month in (Personal + 1st, 2nd and 3rd Level) Sales they would earn 2 shares of the RVP Level Leader
Bonus. Only one qualifying criteria can be used for multiple shares in the leadership bonus.

FA

FOUNDING ASSOCIATE
As a Founding Associate (first 250 Associates in Canada and 2,500 Associates in the USA), you automatically qualify for commission
from the 8 Levels of your Downline (1st Level 20%, 2nd-8th Level 2.5% each) based upon you averaging $100 PP.
To qualify for Leadership Bonus, you are still required to make the qualification requirement of the particular leadership rank.
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VOXXSTASIS
HPT SOCKS

VOXXSTASIS
ATHLETIC

VoxxLife Athletic Stasis Socks will take your athletic performance
to new levels. With the best finish and greatest feel of any socks
you have ever worn, VoxxLife socks provide an incredible fit
along with all performance benefits of Voxx HPT technology.
Available in knee-high, mini-crew and no-shows you can have
the right Stasis socks for any activity.
Also if you have to wear another sock as a part of your uniform
you can still have the benefits of Voxx HPT with our Stasis Liner
socks. They are thin enough to be worn under any other socks
and still give you the performance edge in your game or activity.

VOXXSTASIS
WELLNESS

It’s time to get serious about your wellness. If you want and need
the most comfortable, seamless, non-binding sock for everyday
wear, this is the choice for you. Our Wellness Socks with Voxx HPT
are the greatest Wellness socks ever made. Imagine what the best
wellness socks in the world could possibly do for you? Deliver more
energy? Yes! Improve balance and stability? Yes! Help with pain
relief? Yes! Be safe and recommended for diabetes sufferers? Yes!
Be non-binding socks that don’t fall to your ankles? Yes! Have extra
padding on the bottom for ultra-comfort? Yes! The future of wellness
is spelled S-T-A-S-I-S. Get yours now!

VOXXSTASIS
LINER

Not feeling the Athletic or Wellness socks everyday?
We get it. Sometimes you need a little ‘stealth’ living
your VoxxLife. That’s why we made the Stasis Liner
socks. These breathable, super thin socks can be
worn by themselves or under any other sock so you
can always have the Voxx HPT benefits.
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VOXXLIFE
INSOLES

VOXXCLASSIC
VoxxClassic is the product that brought Voxx HPT to the masses. Designed to
offer the utmost in comfort along with just the right amount of responsiveness,
this is the best product for comfort and performance. Simply ask someone who
has tried it. They work and they will improve your quality of life. There will be
no questioning your decision to make VoxxClassic insoles a part of your life.
This is the original product that helped people find relief from those aches
and pains with drug free proven technology.

VOXXBLISS
VoxxBliss is the “feel good” footwear solution you’ve been waiting for!
Designed to fit almost any sneakers, boots or work shoes, the VoxxBliss
Insoles offer the perfect combination of improved stability, pain relief
and all day energy. We designed this insole to offer just a little bit more
comfort to make sure you make it through the day feeling great.

VOXXRUSH
You train so hard and put in so many hours to gain those incremental
differences, shouldn’t you allow yourself the opportunity to see your true
potential and the chance to train and perform at your personal best?
If you are looking to improve your performance at the biggest moments,
maximize your workouts and find out your true limits, you need to put
VoxxRush insoles to work for you.
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BUSINESS BUILDER KITS

BUILD YOUR BUSINESS,
YOUR WAY.
Our business builder kits are a very simple and profitable way
to launch your VoxxLife business.

$110 $310 $605
When you make a purchase of
$200 worth of product at wholesale pricing, you Qualify for a
Bronze Bonus. The Bronze Bonus
gives you the choice of 1 additional
free product worth up to $45 MSRP.
This will provide you with more
than $110 Profit on the purchase.

When you make a purchase of
$400 worth of product at wholesale pricing, you Qualify for a Silver
Bonus. The Silver Bonus gives
you the choice of 4 additional free
products worth up to $180 MSRP.
This will provide you with more
than $310 Profit on the purchase.

When you make a purchase of
$600 worth of product at wholesale pricing, you Qualify for a Gold
Bonus. The Gold Bonus gives you
the choice of 9 additional free
products worth up to $405 MSRP.
This will provide you with more
than $605 Profit on the purchase.

There is no obligation to purchase Business Kits. Associates can always purchase any products individually
at wholesale pricing. Promotional material and Sales Aids purchases cannot be used toward Bonus Product
Qualification.

THE VOXXLIFE LAUNCH KIT
• A preselected collection of different VoxxLife products!
• A $400 Retail Value for ONLY $200
• Our Best Value and a great way to start your business!
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When you join VoxxLife you get:

Income Opportunity

Access to
marketing collateral

Opportunity to attend
VoxxLife Training
and Social events

Access to
wholesale pricing

Back office to help
manage business and
income opportunity

VoxxLife Decal
VoxxLife Pen

Replicated website/
shopping cart

Access to
VoxxLife Videos

One FREE Pair
of Sample Socks
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VOXXLIFE TESTIMONIALS

“Voxx HPT is the performance breakthrough of the past 20 years! The technology
is amazingly simple, proven and tested. My athletes are reaching new performance
highs naturally, safely and consistently!”
Mike Cicinelli
CMC, CHT,
CMPTLT, CPTN-CPT

“The first time I used Voxx Socks I was able to increase my personal best dead-lift
from 420kg to 450kg. I immediately felt more grounded and in control of the weight.
I always use the VoxxSol or Voxx Stasis Socks when I compete and train!”
Hafþór Júlíus Björnsson
Actor and Europe’s Strongest Man

“Since I started using Voxx tech my balance, strength and racquet head speed has
gone up tremendously.. Do your game a favor and use Voxx!”

Jon Power
FORMER WORLD #1 SQUASH PLAYER

“VOXX works. I’ve tried it and my players love it. It’s a must have for any athlete.
VOXX IS THE REAL DEAL, MAN!”

John Gruden

“For skeptics like me, I didn’t believe VOXX could improve performance until I
tried it. Now I am trying to tell everyone I can about this amazing product.”
Jim Veltman
2009 NATIONAL LACROSSE LEAGUE
HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE
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“Last Monday, my son Phil, his son Caleb and I did a 2 day “guy trip” to
Kingston. Monday
afternoon Phil started wearing the insoles. He’s now 47 and has a typical
“Davey” lower back
problem that usually gets worse in the afternoon. Since wearing the
insoles, he no longer has any pain.After driving for 2-3 hours his back
would normally be stiff when he got out of the car...
not anymore!”

Phil Davey
For the past two weeks I have had a lot of pain in my left hip. I go to the
chiropractor on a regular basis for adjustments. For the past two weeks
the pain was quite severe at times and I could not get an appointment
so I just dealt with the pain. I was dealing with shooting pain from my
hip to my upper back and neck area at the most inconvenient times and
finding it difficult to sleep at night or even
turn in bed.
I heard about Voxx socks from my old friend who outlined the product and the business potential knowing I have been in this industry for
50 years. I have a chiropractor appointment for this Monday, and put
the socks on this past Thursday. I read the material regarding PAIN and
thought, what do I have to lose.? I wore them all day Saturday and the
reduction of pain was quite noticeable. I took them off for the night and
the pain in moving around in the bed made it very difficult to sleep. I
wore them again on Sunday and again the pain was dramatically reduced. I still knew I had a lower back problem but the pain in walking
and moving was substantially less.
On Sunday night I decided to wear them all night. I had a great sleep
and without PAIN! Amazing. I still knew I had to see a chiropractor for an
adjustment but just to be able to walk and sleep without that aggravating pain discomfort was amazing. I am a Voxx believer and will promote
this product to everyone!

1. The first thing I noticed, after wearing the socks for a few hours
had to do with my sleep pattern. For the past few years, I have
awakened 2-3 times during the night. Sometimes I go back to sleep,
sometimes I don’t. The first three nights after wearing the socks,
I slept through the night without waking up. In the two weeks since
I first wore the socks, I typically sleep through the night or only
wake up once. My sleep is much deeper than before.
2. During the past two years, I’ve noticed that my balance is
not as good as it used to be. This has made me cautious when
participating in certain activities. Since wearing VOXX socks,
I’ve noticed an improvement in my balance. This is especially
noticeable when I hike. I live in a mountainous area in N. Arizona
and I hike on a rocky surface, where it is quite easy to turn an ankle
and lose your balance. In the couple of times I’ve hiked since
wearing the socks, I’ve felt more grounded and steady. My hiking
had slowed down both in speed and frequency. Now, I’m getting
back to being the steady, confident hiker of the past.
3. I’ve been wearing VOXX socks now for about three weeks.
During that time, I’ve noticed an improvement in my stamina.
I also seem to have more energy and feelings of well-being.
Couple that with better sleep and you have an abundance of
feeling good coming your way.
I look forward to finding out what other benefits will come my
way while using VOXX socks. What a great product to help people
live the type of life they aspire to live. The products are attractive,
reasonably priced, effective, and make a great gift if you want to
positively change someone’s life. I’m going to make sure that all
my friends and work colleagues know about these socks. I guess
they’ll know about them when I leave my friends in the dust on
our next hike!

Susan Simon, Sedona, AZ

K. Smith, Grand Rapids, MI.
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HERE’S WHAT CUSTOMERS ARE
SAYING ABOUT VOXXLIFE.

For the past two weeks I have had a lot of pain in my left hip. I go to the
chiropractor on a regular basis for adjustments. For the past two weeks
the pain was quite severe at times and I could not get an appointment
so I just dealt with the pain. I was dealing with shooting pain from my
hip to my upper back and neck area at the most inconvenient times and
finding it difficult to sleep at night or even turn in bed.

“I have been wearing the Voxx insoles for approximately four weeks now
and have thoroughly enjoyed having them in my workout shoes. I find
that my feet are very comfortable in my shoes with the Voxx insoles and
I noticed that I have very little pain when doing plyometric and any lower
body exercises. Furthermore, I find that my energy levels are better and I
seem to even be standing straighter.”

Dr. Allan Rosenfeld M.D.

For years I have suffered terrible heel/bone spur pain. I tried pain meds,
expensive orthotics and nothing worked. I would hobble out of bed every
morning. I tried Voxx insoles and socks and within minutes I could feel
relief in my heel. By the next day I couldn’t even tell I had an issue. I only
wear Voxx socks and every pair of shoes have Voxx insoles. If Voxx doesn’t
fit in the shoe, I don’t buy the shoe!

Suzanne Milner
President, The Conscious Consulting Group

I heard about Voxx socks from my old friend who outlined the product and the business potential knowing I have been in this industry for
50 years. I have a chiropractor appointment for this Monday, and put
the socks on this past Thursday. I read the material regarding PAIN and
thought, what do I have to lose.? I wore them all day Saturday and the
reduction of pain was quite noticeable. I took them off for the night and
the pain in moving around in the bed made it very difficult to sleep. I
wore them again on Sunday and again the pain was dramatically reduced. I still knew I had a lower back problem but the pain in walking
and moving was substantially less.
On Sunday night I decided to wear them all night. I had a great sleep
and without PAIN! Amazing. I still knew I had to see a chiropractor for
an adjustment but just to be able to walk and sleep without that aggravating pain discomfort was amazing. I am a Voxx believer and will
promote this product to everyone!

K. Smith
Grand Rapids, MI.
“Last Monday, my son Phil, his son Caleb and I did a 2 day “guy trip” to
Kingston. Monday afternoon Phil started wearing the insoles. He’s now
47 and has a typical “Davey” lower back problem that usually gets worse
in the afternoon. Since wearing the insoles, he no longer has any pain.
After driving for 2-3 hours his back would normally be stiff when he got
out of the car...not anymore!”

“I wouldn’t wear something new, especially not in a playoff series, without having a belief that it made me a better player. When Kevin did the
test on me, I was blown away with what I felt. So I decided to try it in a
game after I tried it on skates and I felt more balanced, more stable and
I felt like I was thinking clearer. Even my range of motion felt better.”

Phil Davey

Detroit Red Wings

ASSOCIATE INFORMATION

1510 Drew Road | Unit 9 | Mississauga , Ontario | L5S 1W7
PH:(844) 550-VOXX(8699) | Email: opportunity@voxxlife.com

Matt Lorito

Gary Leduc / www.TryTheSocks.com
VoxxLife Independent Associate #111118459
Phone: (416) 917-0227
Email: Gary@TryTheSocks.com
Facebook: @TryTheSocks

